Environmental Committee
for the San Lorenzo Valley
Valley Women’s Club

“The beauty around us is our inspiration,
especially here in the San Lorenzo Valley.”

Linda Skeff is on a mission.

Bull Creek Restoration

As a member of the VWC Environmental
Committee, she created the SLV Native Habitat
Restoration Program whose stated mission is to
enhance and sustain the health of the natural
environment by increasing the diversity of the
native flora and fauna within the San Lorenzo
Valley Watershed. The program is designed to
improve native habitat on private and public
lands through the eradication of invasive,
non-native plants.

This approach will create expanding corridors of
native habitat across the San Lorenzo Valley. An
essential aspect is identifying ways to integrate
the needs of native habitat with the needs of the
community on private and public land.
Linda works with County Parks and local
organizations towards these goals, and for the
last three years, she has written grants to bring
AmeriCorps teams of young adults to the Valley
to assist in this endeavor.

WHY BECOME INVOLVED?
WHY STAY INVOLVED?
Comments from SLV folks who got involved in Environmental Issues
through many avenues: love of the outdoors, the arts, good friends,
the inspiration of our elders, plants and animals, politics, and
even the carelessness of neighbors…. Plus so much more.

Please consider getting involved too!
Connie De Nault serves on the VWC Board
and created and implemented the Legacy of
Trees, a major fundraising program for the
VWC – using trees as the symbols of growth
and strength of commitment.
With a background in dance — perfomance
and instruction — she produces programs
for the VWC Women’s Issues Committee.
Recently she brought dancer Lois Flood to
present the innovative choreography of
Isadora Duncan, who’s dance was inspired
by the movements in nature – the wind,
trees and water.
As a Real Estate agent, Connie works
diligently to help new residents understand
their responsibilities as SLV residents.
Connie explains: “Having joined the Club
in 1978, I have brought to the Board an

Isadora Duncan Dance Program
understanding of the initial vision of the
Club, and the legacy passed on to the next
generation. While serving on the Board,
I became more educated and involved in
the current issues facing the San Lorenzo

Jennifer Parks, a lawyer, lives
in Boulder Creek and, with her
husband is a volunteer with
Community TV, along with the
VWC’s Environmental Committee
for the SLV. She has been active
in preventing development of
SLVSD Air Quality Art Contest Awards
The Felton Meadow, stopping
PG&E from unneccessarily cutting hundreds
contest: “The message of this wonderful artwork
of trees along their pipelines, and producing
is a reminder to all our residents of the serious
the annual SLV Schools Air Quality Art Contest health risks and air pollution from wood burning
in the SLV School District (in conjunction with
stoves in the San Lorenzo Valley.”
the VWC and the Monterey Bay Air Resources
And the Felton Meadow Project: “It would have
Board) to help reduce wood smoke pollution.
transformed and destroyed this rare remaining
Jennifer explains what inspired the art

meadow at the entrance to the SLV, a purposely

Valley, including environmental issues such as
management and maintenance of water quality,
upgrade of waste management including septic
systems, and overall optimum health of the
watershed.”

preserved open space and bucolic beauty that
creates the peaceful nature that makes the
SLV the place we want to live... We residents
of Felton and the SLV would have suffered the
stress from increased traffic, noise, lighting
and destruction of wildlife and the peace of
the meadow...”

Barbara Hanson lives in Felton. Barbara came
to the SLV in the early 1980’s and immediately
understood the importance of respecting and
protecting its unique beauty, and the power of
nature. She has a profound understanding of
the needs of our elders, with a career in health
insurance in all its facets. She is on the Board
and active in the Environmental Committee.
Barbara explains, “I have enjoyed living
in the San Lorenzo Valley since 1982, when
I was introduced to our unique geological
situation by Mary Hammer’s signs posted on

the bridges, “If this bridge goes
out, how will you get home?”
She certainly got my attention,
and I signed up to help with
the Neighborhood Emergency
Network she had set up--it
SLV Caregiver Support
was a great way to meet all my
neighbors. Over the years, there have been
I have a strong interest in a clean and healthy
plenty of events, fun ones like the Redwood
watershed, as well as wanting to provide more
Mt. Faire, and scary ones like the Loma
community support for the at-home family
Prieta earthquake, that have pulled our little
caregivers in our midst. Working together, we
mountain community together.
can move mountains!”

“warmly inclusive, tireless
and genuine.”

Roz Alley is immediate Past President of The
Valley Women’s Club and continues to serve
on the Board.
Her involvement in the community is broad.
She is an artist and graphic designer, and her
art reflects her love of nature and wildlife.

Roz Alley Art & Design

Roz explains, “First of all, it’s an honor to
serve our SLV community. The importance
of protecting the natural beauty and
responsibly managing the natural resources
of the San Lorenzo Valley is key to our overall
community health. I have resided in Ben

Don Alley lives in Brookdale along the San
Lorenzo River. He is a dedicated Fishery
Biologist who has worked to study, monitor
and explain the life cycles of the fish of coastal
watersheds for thirty years – what they need
to survive and thrive, and how we can reduce
the impacts of our actions on them. He found
inspiration from two good friends, and from
his profound love of fish.

Don Alley at work

Don explains, “Al Haynes, legendary local
conservationist, made me aware of the Valley

Lomond and Brookdale
for 25+ years, and have
been a Valley Women’s
Club member for 10+
years with my husband.
… Being a part of this
wonderful community,
and seeing the needs of children and the
environment motivate me to contribute and
give back.”

Women’s Club in the early 1990’s. I started
attending the Environmental Committee of
the VWC and have continued for many years
because I need a sense of community with
like-minded conservationists, “Shelter from
the storm” as it were. This group is committed
to protecting open space, streamflow and
the redwood forest with its fish community
that depends upon it. And Nancy Macy,
Chairperson for the committee, is warmly
inclusive, tireless and genuine.”

Nancy at SC Open Street booth for VWC; and a view of San Lorenzo Valley
Nancy and Ken Macy live in Boulder Creek
and work tirelessly for their community. Nancy
was founding President of the Valley Women’s
Club and is Chair of its Environmental
Committee for the SLV. She led the founding
of the SLV Redemption/Recycling Centers and
was its Director for over 23 years. Ken has
volunteered in virtually every VWC activity and
event; he is also active in the SLV Rotary Club.

Nancy explains: “From spending more time
outdoors than indoors as kids, then loving to
camp surrounded by wilderness as adults, we
love the wild places around us and are aware of
what threatens them. We see the beauty and
fragility – and growing rareness – of the world’s
natural resources. Becoming aware, since the
1970’s of destruction caused by pollution and
sprawl, we wanted to learn about the issues

and help make a change. Over the years many
cherished friendships have grown from this.
That, and the joy of helping folks become
aware of their personal responsibility to reduce
the pressures on the natural environment
-- thereby reducing the destruction caused by
our choices -- is amazing. The beauty around
us is our inspiration, especially here in the San
Lorenzo Valley.”

“I am inspired by the members
of the Valley Women’s Club”

Jim Fitzgerald lives in Lompico where he
finds beauty and joy in the natural world
around him. He is active with his teenage
sons, taking regular outings and sharing
the world through their eyes. He also
finds the disturbing evidence in a lack of
caring by some neighbors who don’t “see”
the importance of that natural world and
thoughtlessly damage it.
Jim explains: “My mission is to encourage
homeowners, businesses, and other
organizations to restore the marvelous native
habitats of the SLV and bring back populations
of native species diminished by urbanization.

I am inspired by the members
of the Valley Women’s Club and
people like Don Alley and Linda
Skeff and all the others doing their
best to save the natural blessings
of the San Lorenzo Valley.

Diplacus aurantiacus
Here’s one of my favorite pics: the Diplacus aurantiacus
I propagated from seeds of cuttings I rooted from plants
in an embankment next to my home.

Someday in the future, I hope
a child will roll over a rotten log
in the forest, or better yet, in
someone’s yard, and be awed by the sight of
an arboreal salamander or red-legged frog
and be inspired by the beauty of nature, just
like I did 54 years ago in the woods of New
Hampshire.

Somehow, we have to convince people that
a native plant community or a rotten log is a
worthwhile garden feature, as good as a deck
or patio or an expanse of asphalt.
We are fighting the good fight.”

